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Eaglet News
Science Week went off with a bang, a fizz, and a
slow melt this week as we enjoyed a range of
investigations, experiments and experiences. We’re
sure you will all agree that the children looked
fabulous in their science-themed costumes!
Reception were very interested to learn about the
effects of too much sugar in our diets during a
special ‘Sugar Awareness’ assmebly lead by Amy
from Eden Foods. The children (and adults!) were
shocked to discover that there are more than 9
teaspoons of sugar in a glass of cola! This prompted
much discussion and flurry of visitors to our lunchtime salad bar, where some very healthy choices were made!
We also had great fun with our own experiments,
observing chemical reactions between vinegar
and bicarb and making predictions about might
happen.
Nursery learnt lots about the process of melting
ice, as they worked to release the creepy crawlies
that had been frozen in giant ice blocks. The
children worked on gross motor strength as they
dug, scraped and chiselled into the ice, using lots
of lovely descriptive language to talk about the
ice and the changes they observed.

Upcoming Events
March 20
Parents’ Evening
March 21
Parents’ meetings for R2
March 25
Family Bingo Night, 6-8pm

Stars of the week
Nursery – Isaiah

Reception 1 – Ollie

A big thank you to our Year 2 teacher, Miss Reay
for organising another brilliant Science Week.

Frogspawn
Tadpole season is upon us! If any of you are lucky enough to have any frogspawn in
your garden, Reception would be delighted to have some! We will take great care
of the little visitors, and, all being well, will return them to their rightful home once
they are fully grown, in accordance with the advice from the Wildlife Trust.

Reception 2 - Luca

Parents’ Evening
Please be reminded that the deadline for booking an appointment for both
parents’ evenings is Sunday 19th March, 5pm. If you do not attend, you will be
unable to make an appointment with your class teacher until after the Easter
holidays.
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Nursery
Our learning
This week in pictures

Felicity and Claudia planting beans.

Next week
Personal, Social and Emotional Development
We will continue to develop our ability to name and recognise emotions.
Physical Development
We will working on gross motor skills as we walk safely up and down stairs carrying
small objects.
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be writing the last part of our Naughty Bus adventure.
Mathematics
We will using positional language as we give our bus directions.
Understanding the World
We will sharing about past experiences of bus journeys.
Understanding the World
We will be making cards for Mothers’ day.
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Reception
Our learning
This week in pictures

Ollie worked hard in the outdoor classroom to extend the hopscotch game.

Next week
Personal, Social and Emotional Development
We will be thinking about privacy and how ‘my body is just for me’.
Physical Development
We will be developing our ball skills, controlling the ball with our feet and hands.
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be performing some more poetry, expanding our repertoire of learnt
poems, and developing our sense for rhyme and rhythm.
Mathematics
We will continue to develop our understanding of number bonds, addition and
subtraction.
Understanding the World
We will be finding out about each other’s families and thinking about our own.
Expressive Art and Design
We will be exploring printing using natural and man-made materials to make a
card for a special someone!
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